
 WORKSHOP 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 2 SESSION 2 – Welcome to Session 2 !



YFS respectfully acknowledges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as 
Australia’s First Peoples and the Traditional Owners/Custodians of the land on 
which we meet and work.  
We recognise the important role they have within community and country.  
We pay our respects to the Elders of this land past and present.  

R4Respect also acknowledges the impact of colonialism on intergenerational trauma and violence on First Nations People.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 1 SESSION 2DOUGLAS - Before we begin the presentation – Acknowledgement of Country/traditional owners of land (Douglas/Timika)MUST STATE  (Rachael)Short disclaimer: We understand some content we discuss in today’s presentation may be sensitive for some, it is okay to sit aside or talk to a staff during the presentation if you need to.Re-state/mention your name (as a facilitator), who you are incase if you’ve forgotten – what we will be doing today(SESSION 2 OF OUR RESPECTFUL RELATIONSHIPS WORKSHOP – Understanding the line between healthy and harmful relationships) 



WORKSHOP AIMS 
1. Inspire young men and women to in their 

own lives.  
 

2. Understand the , and how violence is 
preventable. 

 
3. Understand                   between  and  relationship 

behaviours.  
 

4. Provide a to challenge unhealthy behaviours. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 3 SESSION 2Clarify with class the 4 overall session aim’s of today’s sessionRead out Session Aims 1-4: Why we are here today, what we will be covering, and what they will be learning/hope to achieve by the end of Session 1 Summarize session aims: R4Respect are here today to provide a toolbox of tools (skills, knowledge) to better understand THE LINE between harmful and healthy relationships.Today, we aim to build on yesterday’s session by developing your skills and knowledge about healthy relationships. We’ll revisit what toxic behaviour in relationships looks like, and run some activities and a series of short animations which will allow you to think about solutions to tackle these behaviours.Again, we’ll be taking a look at Power & Control and how these drive domestic violence. Most importantly, we’ll be emphasizing the importance of THE LINE between toxic relationships, and healthy respectful relationships. 



GROUP AGREEMENT  

 
 R4Respect’s Group Agreement 

 
1. Participate and engage in class discussions whilst listening respectively to each other’s 
opinions and ideas. 
2. Be open and honest, whilst also being aware of each other’s cultural and religious 
beliefs.  
3. Ensure your mobile phones are on silent, or turned off during today’s session. 
4. Be respectful around issues of sexual assault and domestic violence as statistics 
indicate there may be survivors or victims amongst today’s group.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 4 SESSION 2 Re-read our group agreement Rules 1-4. Explain why these rules are important as they allow everyone in the room to feel safe and comfortable. Make sure there is a general consensus amongst the group that these rules are OK before moving forward. 



SAFE PLACE 
 

• Today’s classroom is a safe space 

• Everyone is encouraged to share their ideas and opinions, however we 

encourage people not to share personal stories 

• We encourage everyone to respect other peoples’ opinions and ideas, and 

be active listeners 

• One person speaking at a time – raise your hand if you would like to 

answer a question, or would like to share something with the class 

• Understand some of the issues we will be addressing today may be 

sensitive or triggering. If you need to leave the room at any time, let an 

R4Respect team member know.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 5 SESSION 2 REVISITING A SAFE SPACE – Pretty simple, restating key points and ensuring everyone understands clearly.Disclaimer/Disclosure – they are welcome to leave the room at any time if they need to.Pretty straight forward, read off slide and ensure everyone agrees



 
ICEBREAKER ACTIVITY  

 
Rules 
1. Everyone arranges themselves in a circle. 
2. An organizer, who is not playing, calls out the name of 

somebody in the circle. For example, let us assume he called 
out the name “Frank". 

3. Frank, upon hearing his name, must duck. The players to 
either side of Frank, upon hearing Frank’s name, must turn 
towards Frank with their fingers pointed into a pretend gun, 
and shout “Bang!" 

4. If Frank failed to duck quickly enough, he has just been shot, 
and is eliminated from the game. 

5. If Frank ducks to safety, but one player shouts “Bang!" faster 
than the other, the slower player is eliminated. 

6. If Frank ducks to safety, and both players shout at the same 
time, all three are safe and nobody is eliminated. 

7. If any player in the circle makes the mistake of ducking or 
shooting at the wrong time, they are eliminated. 

8. The organizer continues shouting names, as quickly as he can 
adjudicate the results, until only two players remain in the 
game. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 6 SESSION 2 NADIA: FACIITATE / LEADDOUG ASSIST- Tell everyone to stand up, spread out amongst the classroom and get in a circle.Explain the rules of the game clearly to everyone. Do a demonstration with 2-3 facilitators (Nadia, Doug + Rach+ if required) Play until the last person left. Maybe reward with a prize?Play the game twice (if needed) to use up time & make sure everyone’s settled. 



Part 1 – Impact of Violence on Children 

Video 4: It’s what you don’t see 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fihx2Ypf4HY  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 7 SESSION 2 - RACHAELVIDEO 1: Activity VACA Video – It’s what you don’t seeHow does violence impact on kids?FACILITATIONTell the class they’re about to watch a short video about how violence can impact children.Say the following - Disclaimer Policy: The following video may be confronting or triggering for some. If you need to leave the room or speak to someone at any time, let an R4Respect Team Member know. R4Respect acknowledges the impact of colonialism on intergenerational trauma and violence on First Nations People. The following video features people of Indigenous or Torres Strait Islander cultural background – We’ve included this video to acknowledge the importance of cultural diversity and inclusivity. We understand the violence occurs across many different cultural backgrounds, and that violence of any kind, whether physical, sexual or emotional – is not okay.  	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fihx2Ypf4HY


VIDEO 4: It’s what you don’t see 
 What type of violence is this? 

 Fear? 
 Insults? 
 Isolation? 
 Denial? 
 Money? 

 
 Is it more than one of 

these things? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 8 FACILITATION  –  Quick Group Discussion re: VIDEO 1So now we’re going to revisit yesterday’s power wheel. The Power & Control Wheel – in the center POWER and CONTROL, and these are the main reasons and drivers for physical, emotional or sexual abuse. On the outside of the wheel are the edges – these are the symptoms of violence. Each slice/wedge of the wheel represents a toxic relationship behaviour.TOXIC RELATIONSHIP BEHAVIOURS: How violence and abuse is carried out, often through:1. Threats: Includes making threats and using coercion, e.g. forcing someone to do something they usually wouldn’t do under pressure. Examples: Making threats to physically hurt, abuse, threatening to leave a partner, may also include financial threats. Coercing someone into having sex, doing illegal activities. Also includes coercing someone into dropping charges or orders. 2. Fear: Making your significant other feeling fearful of being hurt – through actions, breaking/smashing things, being violent, destroying property, displaying weapons, hurting the person or things they care about (e.g. pets)3. Insults: Using insults to commit emotional abuse – Putting your partner down, belittling them in front of family or friends, name-calling, playing mind games, humiliating the person, guilt-tripping, insulting their friends or family  4. Isolation: Isolating your partner by controlling what they do, who they see, or who they can talk and interact with. Social isolation is a form of abuse, and is just as harmful. This can include limiting the person’s involvement outside of the home in public spaces, controlling what they can wear, 5. Denying: Denying the extent of the violence, minimizing how hurtful their actions are, or denying they are a violent person particularly if their character/personality says otherwise. Disregarding person’s feelings, or concerns for their safety, making light of the situation or attempting to shift the blame. E.g. ‘It wasn’t that bad. Other people have done worse’, ‘They deserved it anyway’. Denying behaviour can also include denying the violence ever occurred, or saying she/he caused it to occur. 6. Peer Pressure: Often in a group-social setting, peer pressure involves forcing/persuading/coercing someone to do something they don’t really want to do. Peer pressure forces the individual to behave in a certain way, usually due to threats or fear. 7. Advantage: Using one’s privilege to advantage oneself/disadvantage the partner or significant other. Gender roles, stereotypes and assumptions about gender and what it means to be a ‘man’ vs. a ‘woman’ can be used justify behaviours where men have more advantage than the woman. Some examples of advantage: 1 person in the relationship (usually male) making all the major decisions, financial decisions, control over money, feeling entitled to be the dominant/leader in the relationship; treating their S/O like a ‘servant’ or ‘slave’, expecting your S/O to do things out of duty or obligation.  8. Money: Financial abuse includes controlling most of the finance in the relationship. This can include controlling your partners’ spending, asking for their money or taking their money away from them – limiting their freedom. Giving your partner a restricted ‘allowance’, taking control of their welfare payments, or limiting access to family income. In many cases, financial abuse and threats involving money prevents women and children from leaving violent, abusive relationships. Wheel Explanation – sourced from the Domestic Violence Action Centre, (2015).  The Power & Control Wheel Explained: Physical abuse is one form of domestic or intimate partner violence. It is characterised by the pattern of actions that an individual uses to intentionally control or dominate his intimate partner. That is why the words “power and control” are in the centre of the wheel. A perpetrator systematically uses threats, intimidation, and coercion to instil fear in his partner. These behaviours are the spokes of the wheel. Physical and sexual violence holds it all together— this violence is the rim of the wheel. Dominance – Abusive individuals need to feel in charge of the relationship. They will make decisions for you and the family, tell you what to do, and expect you to obey without question. Your abuser may treat you like a servant, child, or even as his possession.   Humiliation – An abuser will do everything he can to make you feel bad about yourself or defective in some way. After all, if you believe you're worthless and that no one else will want you, you're less likely to leave. Insults, name-calling, shaming, and public put-downs are all weapons of abuse designed to erode your self-esteem and make you feel powerless. Isolation – In order to increase your dependence on him, an abusive partner will cut you off from the outside world. He may keep you from seeing family or friends, or even prevent you from going to work or school. You may have to ask permission to do anything, go anywhere, or see anyone.  Threats – Abusers commonly use threats to keep their partners from leaving or to scare them into dropping charges. Your abuser may threaten to hurt or kill you, your children, other family members, or even pets. He may also threaten to commit suicide, file false charges against you, or report you to child services.  Intimidation – Your abuser may use a variety of intimidation tactics designed to scare you into submission. Such tactics include making threatening looks or gestures, smashing things in front of you, destroying property, hurting your pets, or putting weapons on display. The clear message is that if you don't obey, there will be violent consequences.  Denial and blame – Abusers are very good at making excuses for the inexcusable. They will blame their abusive and violent behaviour on a bad childhood, a bad day, and even on the victims of their abuse. Your abusive partner may minimize the abuse or deny that it occurred. He will commonly shift the responsibility on to you: Somehow, his violent and abusive behaviour is your fault. Retrieved from: http://www.dvac.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Power-Control-Wheel.pdf  



PART 2  
DON’T BE A BAD APPLE 

9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 9: DBABA ACTIVITY 2 FACILIATION – RACH AND ANDREW Might need to get everyone to stand up and move around/stretch legs prior to starting.State to the group  they’re about to watch a short animation clip, and we’re going to ask a few Qs about what they see/thinkCan they identify the harmful/unhealthy behaviour?Can they identify who’s at fault?Can they identify/come up with any solutions to tackle the unhealthy behaviour? 



Don’t Be a Bad Apple:  
Video 5 Banana 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 10 SESSION 2VIDEO 2 FACILITATION – DBABA COERCIONBACKGROUND INFOThis video aims to prompt discussions amongst participants about the dangers of social pressure, sexual harassment and the responsibility to ensure people feel safe and respected. In the clip the Banana receives multiple unwarranted requests to send photos of an ‘unpeeled banana’ from the Apple. The Banana feels sad and uncomfortable whilst the Apple continues harassing them for a nude picture. The message displayed at the end of the animation reads ‘Keep your eyes peeled for illegal coercion. Don’t be a Bad Apple. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3cSKFTrK7I


 Video 5:  

Apple and Banana 
• What did the Apple do in this clip? 

• How would the Banana be feeling? 

• What is consent?  

• Who is peer pressuring who?  

• Is this respectful in a relationship? 

• Is it illegal? 

• What if your friend acted like an Apple? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 11 SESSION 2: DBABA COERCION FACILITATION PROMPTSFacilitation Answers:• Does the Banana want to send the photos to the Apple?Ask the students what they think is happening here. Explain to the students that coercion is forcing or manipulating a person to carrying out a certain act, usually through threats or peer pressure. State that the Apple’s behaviour is coercive. Coercion or peer pressure involves intimidation and is often used to assert power, control and authority over another person. • What is consent?Allow students to discuss their current understanding of consent amongst themselves, before clarifying that consent is an agreement between participants to engage in doing something. Consent can be both verbal and physical. Someone consents when they clearly show in actions or words that they agree to do a certain act, they haven’t been coerced or threatened in any way, they are old enough to legally agree, AND they have the physical and mental ability to say yes or no. • What is the difference between coercion and consent?Give time for students to discuss the differences between coercion and consent. Ask 1-3 students to give their own definition to the class. Then explain that there’s a huge difference between coercion/peer pressure and consent: Peer pressure involves persistent harassment from one party to another; it can be physical, emotional (e.g. blackmail) or financial. When coercion occurs, a person’s basic rights to safety and freedom are abused. In situations of coercion and peer pressure, individuals are usually not given the choice to refuse or say ‘no’. If doubt or lack of clarity regarding someone’s wishes is present, this means that consent is absent.  Consent is the clear expression of willingness and must be expressed by both parties. A ‘yes’ that is forced by threats or peer pressure is not consent as it CANNOT be given under pressure. Consent is an ongoing and active agreement and can be withdrawn at any time if a person feels uncomfortable.• Is consent trivial? For example: Can a person give consent if they’ve consumed drugs or alcohol?Students often give circumstantial scenarios as a way to ‘shift’ blame and responsibility from perpetrator to victim. Often students will say ‘but what if she was drunk…’ and ‘she shouldn’t have dressed like that…’ etc. Allow students to vocalize their opinion, and then make it clear THAT…Consent is not trivial: sexual acts without clear consent from both parties are sexual assault or rape. People who are incapacitated by alcohol or drugs cannot give consent as they lack the capacity to make rational, informed decisions. People under the influence of drugs or alcohol are also unaware of what may be happening to them. • Does this behaviour respect or put down women?The absence of consent negatively impacts girls and women as it enables sexual assault and allows for victim-blaming, whilst normalizing harmful behaviour and attitudes. Issues of consent are not only limited to women and can be equally harmful for young men also. Consent and mutual understanding of a person’s wishes must be present in any healthy relationship. • What would you say to Apple?It’s simple: yes = yes and no = no. If ever in doubt, ask. The Apple’s behaviour of assuming the Banana wants the picture or harassment is dangerous and disrespectful. Tell students that in the video, it is clear that mutual consent is absent and that the Apple’s harassment of the Banana represents an unhealthy and disrespectful relationship. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3cSKFTrK7I


 
Don’t be a bad apple: Video 6 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 12 SESSION 2 –  DBABA VID 3 – CATCALLINGBackground InformationThe purpose of this activity is to prompt discussion among the students about the harmful effects of “Cat Calling” and clarify that ‘catcalling’ is classified as sexual harassment. The central message to take away from this video is that sexually suggestive remarks towards people in public spaces are disrespectful as it objectifies women. In the clip the Apple drives past the strawberry that is walking and yells out “Hey good looking, show us your pink bits”. The Strawberry looks very unhappy and uncomfortable in the image. The fruits in the locker room look upset at the Apple. The message displayed after the video clip is “Cat Calling - Gross”. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qmFWTzMrek


Video 6: Cat Calling 

• How would the 

strawberry be feeling? 

• What is cat calling? 

• How does it impact on 

girls and women? 

• What if you saw 

someone cat calling? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 13 SESSION 2Facilitation Answers: What is “Cat Calling”?After asking students what they think happened in the clip, ask the class what catcalling is – some students may be able to provide a definition or have a rough idea. Explain to students that catcalling is a loud, sexually suggestive call or comment directed at someone publicly (as on the street). Generally, people will catcall others because they want to get their attention. This is behavior is most commonly performed by men towards women and young girls who they think are attractive as they pass by. Sexual harassment on the streets is not just verbal and can also include wolf-whistling, winking and staring intensely while a person walks by in a way which makes the person feel uncomfortable and objectified. Catcalling and sexual harassment in public places has become so common for women and girls in particular that some consider the harmful behavior as ‘normal’ and ‘apart of everyday life’.  How would the strawberry be feeling after this incident?Discuss with the students that the Strawberry clearly felt uncomfortable and unsafe while walking down the road. The Strawberry might have also felt powerless as the Apple was able to harass them before driving off in their car. Explain to the students that cat-calling is not a compliment but a form of sexual harassment. Also explain that it’s never the victims fault as some perpetrators might use the excuse of being ‘provoked’. E.g. “She was wearing a short skirt, which led me to...”, “Well, she shouldn’t have been walking alone at night…” or “Boys will be boys...” How is ‘catcalling’, wolf whistling and harassment on the streets harmful to young women and girls?Catcalling is harmful because it displays a sense of entitlement to a person’s body. Clarify with students that what might seem like a ‘nice compliment’ can actually make women and young girls feel unsafe and at risk of sexual assault in public.  In these scenarios some students often ask “what about boys?” or “what if a girl does it?” Mention that every human has the right to be safe and free of harm, regardless of gender and that catcalling is never okay as it infringes on a person’s fundamental right to safety. Emphasize that catcalling is not flattery or an impressive compliment, but respecting someone is.    What do you do if you’re in public and you see or hear someone being cat called? Tell students that If they witness someone receiving comments about their body in the public, the best thing to do is to take a stand and call out behaviour that disrespects women and young girls. Making sexually suggestive comments about a stranger’s body is never okay. Emphasise that this type of behaviour treats women like sexual objects rather than human beings. Mention that a survey conducted by Our Watch revealed that currently 1 in 4 young people think that it’s not serious when guys verbally harass or insult girls in the street. Sometimes speaking out can be difficult, however if nothing is said the perpetrator will believe their behaviour is acceptable and will most likely disrespect another person on the streets. Standing up and speaking out can also make the victim feel supported and valued, rather than humiliated and ashamed. Explain to students that by remaining silent, you enable the harasser and send the harmful message that his or her behaviour is ok.   What can the Strawberry do in this situation?As the Strawberry clearly felt uncomfortable and unsafe in this situation, the best way to inform the harasser of their inappropriate behaviour is to tell them that you don’t appreciate their comments. Explain to students that unfortunately many women and young girls who are in this situation feel powerless or are too afraid to speak out in case the harasser responds and the situation escalates. Make sure that students understand the blame and responsibility is on harasser (the Apple), not the victim (Strawberry). Whilst the strawberry is limited it what it can do, the Apple has the ability to change his behaviour and stop harassing the Strawberry. Any bystanders in the situation who have witnessed the Strawberry being catcalled can and should speak up as sexual harassment in any shape or form is unacceptable. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qmFWTzMrek


e-Hacker 
VIDEO 7: Tom and Beck 

• Which is the best choice for Tom to make? Are there any other choices
that Tom could make?

• Is some jealous behavior OK or does it always cross the line?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 14 SESSION 2: WHERE IS THE LINE? Tom and Bec VideoFacilitate group discussion about issues – making the correct choicesIdentify the harmful behaviour, challenge the behaviour – what is/isn’t acceptableUse Qs/Prompts on screen 



TRUE FALSE STILL 
DECIDING 

1. People are usually telling the truth if they say that they have 
been sexually assaulted.  

2. Sexual assault usually happens because of someone’s desire to 
have sex.  

3. If a nude ends up on the Internet, it’s the person who took the 
photo’s fault.  

4. You are more likely to be assaulted by a random, than someone 
you know.  

ACTIVITY 6: ACTING REPSONSIBLY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 15 SESSION 2: ACTIVITY 3THE LINE SESSIONAim:  To explore the concept of the line in relationships. To give participants an opportunity to think about what behaviours are OK or not OK in relationshipsStep 1: Use masking tape to put a line down somewhere in the room.�- On one side of the line: Not OK �- On one side of the line: OK �- On the line: Still decidingStep 2: Read out the statements and ask participants to place themselves on the line depending on whether they think the statement is OK, NOT OK or they are STILL DECIDING.Aim: To explore and deconstruct attitudes and ideas about sex and sexual assault- Explain to participants that you are going to ask them to think about whether they agree or disagree with some statements about sexual assault.�- Read out the following statements: 1. If you get really drunk it sort of is your fault if you get sexually assaulted �Response: It is very clear under the law that if someone is out of it with alcohol or drugs they cannot give consent. If consent is not given then a crime is committed. If someone is really drunk the people around them should make sure they are safe not sexually assault them.2. If you dress in a certain way, you are responsible if you get sexually assaulted� Response: Women and children of all ages, cultures and backgrounds are sexually assaulted. Women may dress in a way to attract guys or to feel good about themselves but that is different to asking to be sexually assaulted. What does it mean if we believe this statement? It shifts the responsibility. The victim is seen as responsible for the assault not the offender. It also implies that sexual assault is a ‘sex’ crime rather than a crime of violence, of power and control, which it is. Further questions: �- Do we ever question what a guy might wear? �- Why not? �- Are there different rules for guys and girls? �- Where do those rules come from?3. People are usually telling the truth if they say they have been sexually assaulted �Response: Research suggests only a minority of disclosures of sexual assault are false. What we do know is that sexual assaults are actually under-reported. It is estimated that only one third of sexual assaults are actually reported to police. Sexual assault is actually very hard to prove at court. Just recently the United Nations found that only 5% of sexual assaults prosecuted at court lead to a conviction globally4. Sexual assault happens because of someone’s desire to have sex.�Response: Sexual assault is not about sex. Sexual assault is an act of violence which uses sex as a weapon. Sexual assault is motivated by aggression and by the desire to exert power and humiliate.��5. You are more likely to be sexually assaulted by a random than someone you know.� Response: 80% to 90% of offenders are people who are known to the victim. Sexual assault by strangers does happen but it is the exception rather than the rule. Young people often experience sexual assault in the context of a relationship or are sexually assaulted at parties by someone they might  know from school. 



 
Don’t Be a Bad Apple:  

Video 8 Mushroom & Celery 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 16 SESSION 2: DBABA VID 4 – STALKINGBackground InformationThe purpose of this activity is for students to explore what healthy behaviours and attitudes look like after a relationship ends. The students are encouraged to explore concepts of personal space, privacy and a person’s right to freedom. This video also emphasizes the importance of respecting a former partner’s wishes and the right to feel safe at all times. This video also prompts students to think about potential solutions to tackle obsessive patterns of behaviour that constitutes stalking.In the clip the Mushroom ends its’ relationship with the Celery with the phrase, “It’s not you, It’s me”. The Mushroom can be seen with the Broccoli watching a movie inside a home, whilst the Celery can be seen loitering outside the window watching the Mushroom interact with another vegetable. The Mushroom and Broccoli see the Celery watching them from outside their window and feel scared, uncomfortable or endangered.  



Video 8: Stalking  

 What happened in the clip? 

 How did the Celery react to the breakup? 

 How would the Mushroom feel about being stalked by 
the Celerey? 

 Is stalking illegal? 

 What should the Celery have done instead? 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 17 SESSION 2: VIDEO 4 STALKINGWhat’s happened here: How did the Celery react to the breakup? Begin by asking students what they think is happening in this video – how did the Celery react to the news of the breakup? Give students time to voice their opinions before directly jumping in to answers. Emphasize to students that emotions of sadness and heartbreak after breaking up with someone is a normal experience, however this should never make stalking the person okay. In this scenario, the Mushroom had clearly moved on with another after the breakup. By stalking, following and constantly watching the Mushroom, the Celery is essentially invading their ex’s privacy and not respecting their wishes. Make it clear to students that truly loving and caring for someone means having mutual respect for one another and their wellbeing, even after the relationship has ended.  How would the Mushroom be feeling because of the Celery’s stalking? Start off by asking students in the room about how the Mushroom might be feeling. After hearing various answers, explain that the Mushroom is made to feel uncomfortable, wary or even unsafe by the Celery’s actions.  Elaborate that the Celery’s displayed pattern of behaviour of constantly following and watching the Mushroom is essentially stalking.   Ensure students understand that no matter how much you care or love someone, stalking them is never okay. Even within a current relationship, stalking demonstrates a severe lack of trust that is fundamental to a healthy, respectful relationship. Summarize that stalking equates to harassment. By the end of the discussion, students should understand that the Celery’s behaviour is both unacceptable and disrespectful and that the Mushroom has a right to safety and privacy at all times, and that these rights apply within and outside the context of a relationship. Is jealousy okay after a breakup?  Feelings of jealousy and resentment towards your ex’s partner are pretty normal feelings to have after a breakup. However, prolonged feelings of jealousy are a sign of an unhealthy obsession with an ex-partner. Although you may have good intentions, being jealous is essentially unhealthy and harmful to the wellbeing of both people. Being jealous can motivate an ex-partner or even a current partner to be invasive, controlling and potentially violent.  Ensure students understand that feelings of sadness and heartbreak are very real but only temporary, whilst following, stalking and controlling someone can leave devastating long-term effects on the person you care about. No matter how you feel, stalking someone is never acceptable.  Is stalking illegal? Ensure that students are aware that stalking is an offence under the Queensland Criminal Code. Stalking is defined by the law as intimidating behaviour that causes a person fear of violence.The maximum penalty for stalking is five years imprisonment. In more serious cases e.g. where the stalker has used violence, has a weapon, breached a domestic violence order or another restraining order the maximum penalty is seven years imprisonment. Judges can also consider making a restraining order if needed.  (For more information on Queensland law regarding stalking, see the legal factsheet attached to help explain legal penalties and where to get help if you are a victim of stalking.) What should the Celery have done instead? Despite being understandably upset and heartbroken, the Celery shouldn’t have followed the Mushroom and waited outside their window as this is clearly harassment and an invasion of privacy. The Celery should have respected the Mushroom’s decision to end the relationship and no longer see them.  We know that ending relationships (whether romantic or friendship) can be extremely hard to do, but it’s important to respect the persons’ wishes and give the person as much space as they need. Explain to students that in a healthy relationship, your basic right to feel safe and your wellbeing should never have to be compromised.



Don’t Be a Bad Apple: Video 9 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 18 SESSION 2:Background Information The purpose of this activity is to encourage students to consider the negative consequences of sending, receiving or forwarding sexual images, with an emphasis on possible child pornography charges for minors (persons under 18) who send and receive sexually explicit images. In the video the Peach is tanning on the beach with her eyes closed. The Tomato sneaks up in the bushes and takes a sexual photo of the Peach while she is unaware and sends it off via text messages. The message after the video clip is “Peeping tomato? That’s just creepy. Don’t be a bad apple (or tomato)”. Ensure you emphasize to the students that the responsibility is on the perpetrator sending sexual images without consent, rather than the person in the image however both will be held liable for child pornography charges. 



Video 9: Sexting  

 What did the Tomato do in this clip? 

 How do you think Peach will feel? 

 Where could the photo of the Peach end up? 

 Can the Tomato go to jail for this? 

 What would you do if you were friends with the 
Tomato? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLIDE 19 DBABA VID 5 SEXTINGFacilitation Answers:  What did the Tomato do in this clip?Ask the students what are their initial thoughts on Tomato’s behaviour. Ensure that the students place responsibility on the Tomato for taking a sexual photo of the Peach without her consent, and for forwarding the image onto others. Make it clear to the students that the Tomato’s behaviour is a violation of privacy. How do you think the Peach will feel?Allow the students to direct the conversation about where they see harm for the Peach. Draw on real life examples to illustrate the dangers of sexting: Share a story with the students about how young women can feel socially isolated and humiliated if these photos are distributed. The embarrassment and social stigma associated with revealing pictures can seriously affect someone’s school life, work life and relationships with friends and family. Make sure to raise issues such as cyber-bulling, self-harm and suicide and how ‘sexting’ or ‘revenge’ images are seriously harmful to women and young girls.  Where could the photo of the Peach end up?Discuss that the photo of Peach could be seen by her teachers, family, future partners or even future employers. Ensure to emphasise that once the photo is shared on the internet, it can travel anywhere, and even strangers will see it.  Can the Tomato go to jail for this?Explain that Tomato could be charged with Cyber-Bulling or Creating Child Pornography. If the Peach is under 18:Any nude or sexually explicit photos of the Peach will be child pornography. If Tomato sends these he could be charged for distributing child pornography. If someone he sends them to saves them, they would be charged for storing child pornography. If someone asks for the nude photo, they would be soliciting child pornography. If Tomato is charged:he could be sentenced to up to 7 years in jail if he is under 16, or 14 years if he is 17 or older. He will be reported on the Sex Offender Registry with Police.  Tell the students the safest option is for people under 18 to delete all nude photos on their phones or computers, and make sure not to take or send any more photos.  Would it be okay if the Peach had taken a photo of the Tomato’s body?Often students will ask “what about boys?” or “what if a girl acted that way?” - Explain that anybody can be victims of sexting, but most cases dealt by Police see young women as victims. Ensure the students know that it is not okay to take sexually explicit photos of someone without their consent regardless of gender. What would you do if you were friends with the Tomato? Encourage the students to call out their friends, as well as advise them of the legal risks and how they could even be ruining someone’s life.



 
Don’t Be a Bad Apple: Video 10 
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SLIDE 20: DBABA VID 6 LOCKER ROOM TALK Background InformationThe purpose of this activity is to prompt discussion among the students about the harmful effects of “Locker Room Talk”. Ensure to convey that this type of talk is disrespectful as it treats women like sexual objects. In the clip the Apple walks into the locker room and tells the other fruits that he squeezed the Grape. The Grape looks very unhappy in the image. The fruits in the locker room look upset at the Apple. The message displayed after the video clip is “Trash talk belongs in the compost”. 



Video 10: Locker Room Talk  

 What story was the Apple sharing with other fruits in 
the locker room? 

 What is ‘locker room talk’? 

 How would the Grape feel about the Apple telling 
people this? 
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Facilitation Answers What story was the Apple sharing with the other Fruits in the locker room?  Encourage the students to share their perspective and ask students in the room what they believe occurred. After small discussions, clarify understand that the Apple was bragging to his friends about touching the Grape without her consent and that this constitutes sexual assault. Judging by what we can see in the Apple’s thought bubble as he retells his story we can clearly see that the Grape did not consent to being touched. This is reinforced by the fact we can also see that the Grape was clearly unhappy and uncomfortable with being grabbed. What is ‘Locker Room Talk’?Start off by asking students to define Locker-room talk…What is it? Can you give an example? What does locker room talk look or sound like, and have you ever heard it yourself? Give students time to discuss the concept amongst themselves before providing the following definition. ‘Locker Room Talk’ is usually when a boy or man speaks inappropriately about a woman, in an environment where only other men are present. Locker-room talk is negative talk that often takes place in male friend groups, male sporting teams, in the playground or ‘in the sheds’.   Locker Room Talk includes making crude, derogatory or sexual comments regarding a girl’s body or physical appearance. Locker Room Talk also includes bragging about one’s sexual relations with a girl. Ensure students understand that such degrading talk is extremely damaging because it reinforces toxic masculinity and harmful attitudes towards young women. In this video we can see the Apple is clearly bragging about how he grabbed the Grape and shares this with mates to boost his own ego and confidence. Emphasise to your group that this form of behaviour views women as possessions and sexual objects to be taken advantage of, rather than actual human beings with human rights. Make it clear that locker-room talk does NOT show respect towards women: it degrades them, humiliates them and makes them feel undervalued.  End the discussion by stating that in today’s society, there is no room for locker room talk.      How would the Grape feel about the Apple telling people this?Discuss that the Grape would be feeling objectified and hurt. She might be hurt because she did not want to be touched. But also because Apple is bragging about hurting her, to other people.  What If the Fruits do not say anything?Explain to the students that the Pear, Peach and Pineapple are all bystanders who have the power to challenge the Apple’s message.  Discuss that if bystanders do not intervene, the perpetrator will feel confident in expressing disrespectful views towards women. By not saying anything, Apple’s friends send the dangerous message that locker room talk is acceptable and that degrading women is ok.  What should the other Fruits say?Encourage the students to feel empowered to say phrases calling out the Apple’s disrespectful behaviour. Suggest phrases such as, “That’s not cool”, “That’s not respectful” or even, “What if someone was speaking about your sister that way?”.  Tell the students that the apple’s teammates have the ability to either call out the disrespectful behaviour or allow the behaviour to hurt someone.   � 



Session 2 Take Away Tips 
That concludes the end of our workshop!  
What are some of the key things you’ll take away? 

1.  
 
2. 
 
3. 
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WHERE TO GET HELP? 
Can’t talk to your friends or your family about issues you are having?  

There is a range of help available to you. These include: 



facebook.com/YFSR4Respect 

Instagram – r4respect 

www.yfs.org.au 

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA! @r4respect 
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